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Portland Parks & Recreation
Portland Parks & Recreation has proposed fee increases as well as the elimination of services to
Buckman Pool, and the elimination of maintenance at Ladds Rose Garden and Pittock Mansion in
order to comply with budget guidance. Reduction packages also include the discontinuation of
operations and maintenance of the City’s decorative fountains, the elimination of the preschool
program, and a significant reduction to the bureau’s major maintenance allocation. Parks requested
funding to support the Ranger Program, a Health Safety and Environment Program, and $1.3 million
in ongoing resources to support the operations and maintenance of new parks. Indicative of a
growing major maintenance gap, Parks also requested $23.5 million from the capital set-aside for
major maintenance needs.
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Key Issues
System Expansion and Associated Operations and Maintenance Needs
Portland Parks & Recreation’s ability to maintain current service levels at existing parks and
community centers while also expanding access to underserved communities will be defined by
two key factors, each posing significant fiscal challenges:
System Development Charge Capital Plan. Based on the current plan, an additional $3.0 to $5.0
million in ongoing General Fund resources will be required over the next five years to
adequately fund the operations, maintenance and annualized major maintenance and
replacement costs of the SDC-funded expansion of the Park system.
Major Maintenance Funding Gap. An additional $10.0 million in ongoing resources is needed in
FY 2017-18 to maintain current assets (not including ADA capital improvements).
These constraints will require the City to either increase the share of General Fund resources
dedicated to parks, redefine the level of service provided by Portland Parks & Recreation, or
identify funding options outside of the General Fund. A financial plan that extends beyond the
prescribed five-year period and balances the bureau’s long-term asset needs against available
resources would help inform these decisions.
To this end, CBO recommends that Council approve a budget note that directs the bureau to
develop a long-term financial plan, which specifically outlines options to address SDC-funded
system expansion and major maintenance needs. To the degree that resources are limited, then
the plan should also outline possible service tradeoffs. Council approval of the financial plan will
not only give Parks the framework for making decisions in the next year, but also provide
Council with information necessary to decide which service tradeoffs will be needed across the
City over the next five to ten years in order to achieve goals for the parks system.
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Expansion funded by System Develop Charge Revenues
Over the next five years, the bureau plans to
90%
Percentage of Households served by
allocate $46.9 million in system development
a Park
charge (SDC) balance and forecasted
85%
revenues in order to fund the development of
new parks and facilities. Of that, $8.4 million
80%
will be allocated for property acquisition, and
1% expected
75%
$15.0 million that has not been planned or
increase
allocated to a project. SDC-funded projects
70%
are intended to add capacity to the park
system by acquiring property, developing new
65%
parks primarily to meet service level gaps,
and expanding park access at currently
60%
developed parks. As a result of this
investment, an estimated 1% or 2,400
additional households will be within ½ mile of
a park or natural area by 2020 (increasing from 81% to 82%) in addition to increasing capacity
and some current parks. Park development will primarily occur in areas of the city that are least
served; for example, access in East Portland is expected to increase by 6% as a result of the
SDC-funded development.
Based on the current
SDC capital plan, an
$6.2 million in ongoing resources
for new parks since FY 2010-11
additional $2.0 to $3.0
million of ongoing
resources will be
needed to fund the
annual operations and
$1,362,244
$1,253,705
maintenance (O&M)
Requested
$889,278 $694,952 $689,871 $926,613
of new, SDC-funded
$316,085
$98,457
parks and facilities at a
service-levels
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
comparable to current
Annual Appropriation
Total Investment
developed parks. To
the degree that the final park design includes amenities costlier to operate and maintain, then
additional funding will be required. Additionally, SDC-funded, system expansion will also create
an annualized liability of an approximately $1.0 to $2.0 million for the future major
maintenance and replacement costs of new assets. In total, approximately $3.0 to $5.0 million
will be needed to adequately fund the total SDC-funded capital plan.
$6,231,205
(Ongoing Total)
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To limit the ongoing costs of new parks, the following options should be considered:
• Design parks and community centers in a way that minimizes operations and maintenance
and major maintenance costs. This may also include building assets with sustainable
landscapes (see PK_05) or assets that provide services with cost recovery, such as
community centers or public-private partnerships. Council may want to allocate an
amount of General Fund available for O&M over the next five years so that new park
design can be configured to meet funding constraints.
• Decrease the scale of the SDC capital plan, thereby lessening the O&M needed to fund
new projects. This strategy could be accomplished by either delaying projects and/or
decreasing the amount of SDC’s collected via a reduction in fees. Fewer parks and
community centers would be available as the population increases, shifting capacity onto
current assets. This would result in reduced service levels, limited expansion of parks in
underserved neighborhoods, potentially increased O&M needs at current parks, and
increased number and frequency of major maintenance projects.
Additionally, the bureau may also implement lifecycle costing into decision-making by
identifying the annualized major maintenance needs of each new project, aiming to lessen
unfunded future major maintenance needs. Lifecycle costing principals can be incorporated into
decision-making via several avenues, including: (1) daylighting lifecycle costs during stages of
procurement, (2) prescribing consideration of lifecycle costing throughout the capital project
development process, particularly during design stages, and (3) dedicating resources for major
maintenance upon Council approval --- similar to the O&M policy (Citywide Financial
Management Policy 2.08).

Major Maintenance Requests
As a proxy of the overall health of Parks assets, the bureau reports upon an annual major
maintenance gap, which quantifies the amount of annual resources needed to repair,
rehabilitate, or replace current assets. Even with the recent approval of the $68.0 million Parks
Replacement Bond and the $1.7 million annual major maintenance appropriation, Parks
estimates a major maintenance gap of approximately $10 million per year. To address a portion
of this gap, Parks requested $23.5 million in funding for major maintenance projects in the FY
2017-18 budget.
No one single option will solve this steep challenge. Rather, multiple funding strategies will be
needed. These might include: (1) General Fund-supported debt, (2) regular, periodic General
Obligation Bonds (e.g. 2014 Replacement Bond), (3) divestment of assets, (4) internal
reallocation of resources, and (5) increases in the General Fund major maintenance allocation.
The long-term financial plan, developed per the CBO recommendation, would outline the suite
of options, including tradeoffs and feasibility.
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Decision Package Analysis & Recommendations
Reduction of Automotive Equipment Operator, PK_01, ($79,800), (1.00) FTE
This package would reduce General Fund resources by $79,800 and eliminate one currently
vacant Automotive Equipment Operator position. The loss of the Automotive Equipment
Operator is expected to extend the tall-grass mowing cycle, extend the ‘deep’ garbage can
collection cycle, and decrease brush removal.
The bureau previously had 6.0 FTE Automotive Equipment Operator positions but one position
vacant since March 2014 was recently reclassified into Parks Facilities Maintenance Supervisor
position, and another was vacated in October 2016. As an alternative to eliminating the
equipment operator, the bureau could reclassify the facilities maintenance supervisor back into
an equipment operator. Due to having previously kept an equipment operator vacant for the
past two years, this alternative would not impact current service levels. However, this approach
would eliminate the (currently unfilled) tasks of the maintenance supervisor.
This position was selected for reductions not because their responsibilities or tasks were least
valued within Central Services, but because the position is currently vacant. Eliminating vacant
positions allows for less staff disruption, while decreasing the level of service, and do not result
in any immediate catastrophic impacts. Long-term, these position eliminations may not be the
right ones from a workload perspective. The bureau has proposed this cut in previous years, but
CBO has not recommended the reduction because the maintenance of parks is a core function
for the bureau and because Central Services play a critical role in maximizing the life of bureau
assets.

CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE
Increased Enforcement to Various Park Permits, PK_02, $34,458, 0.5 FTE
This package would increase park permit fee revenues to offset a reduction of $90,452 in
General Fund discretionary and also increase a part-time position to a full-time position within
the Customer Service division. This reduction of General Fund resources and increase in permit
fee revenues results in a net increase of $34,458 in additional resources. In addition to
increasing permit fee and violation revenues, monitoring efforts may help to limit the negative
impacts of large events on parks. Ultimately, this should lessen operations and maintenance
needs at these parks.
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The requested position
would monitor key events
and permits during set-up
Wedding
periods. If there is a
Picnic
Special Use & Public Event
violation or the permit does
Commercial - Film
not accurately reflect actual
Commercial - Sport
use, this position would
Commercial - Food
then inform the permit
Athletic
holder that Parks would be
0
500
1,000
1,500
2,000
adding the appropriate fee
2015
2016
to their permit or issuing a
violation. The range of permit fees per event varies depending upon the type, size, and location.
The permit for a small picnic may only cost $20-$30, whereas the permit fee may exceed
$20,000 for a large commercial event that closes a park and attracts thousands of visitors. To
achieve revenue targets, monitoring will need to be focused on permits with costlier fees, such
as large commercial events and festivals at destination parks, which are often not permitted
appropriately. The annual number of events is approximately 4,000; however, the commercial
and special use events that will be targeted for monitoring represent about 16% of total events
- or an average of 600 annually.

Annual Number of Park Permits

CBO has not reviewed the revenue estimates and so cannot determine whether the budgeted
amounts are reasonable. To the degree that permit fee revenues do not increase as a result of
monitoring efforts, then the bureau may need to consider eliminating the new monitoring
position. Assuming Parks’ financial assumptions are accurate, CBO recommends the reduction
of $90,542 in General Fund resources.

CBO Recommendation: $34,358, 0.50 FTE
Realign Forestry - Eliminate Dutch Elm, PK_03, $0
This package would realign $230,000 of funding for the Urban Forestry divisions’ removal of
Dutch Elm Disease infected street trees to instead fund the maintenance of the publicly-owned
Heritage Trees ($160,000) and the maintenance of trees on Park’s properties (approximately
$70,000).
Per Title 11, the City’s tree regulations, the adjacent property owner is responsible for street
tree maintenance and removal when necessary; however, the City has provided this service for
property owners with adjacent infected elms. These trees are primarily located in
Hosford/Abernethy, Southwest Hills, Eastmoreland and Laurelhurst neighborhoods. In 2016,
Urban Forestry removed 30 trees infected by Dutch Elm Disease. Eliminating the program will
require property owners adjacent to infected trees within the right-of-way to pay for removal
once the tree dies, becomes hazardous, or is identified as diseased. This will cost the owner
$500 to $6,000 for removal, depending upon the size and location of the tree. Property owners
Portland Parks & Recreation
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who do not have the trees removed within required time frames would be subject to the City’s
nuisance abatement procedures.
Currently there are 300 heritage trees located throughout the city; however, very few of these
trees are located in traditionally underserved neighborhoods east of I-205 or in Northeast
Portland. Thus, while redistributing the Dutch Elm Disease program resources will benefit a
greater number of Portlanders, this redistribution does not ultimately achieve more equitable
outcomes in terms of improving services to traditionally underserved portions of the city.
Despite these concerns, CBO recommends this realignment given that tree maintenance is the
responsibility of all adjacent property owners.

CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE
Permanently Close Buckman Pool, PK_04, ($137,686), (1.00) FTE
This package would reduce $93,528 of General Fund resources and $44,158 of program
revenues from the Aquatics Program, and in effect, close Buckman Pool. The pool is currently
closed due to hazardous conditions.
Central to this decision to close Buckman pool is its current major maintenance needs. Earlier
this year it was determined that lead and asbestos remediation is needed in order for the pool
to remain open. Additionally, the HVAC system and boiler used to maintain water temperatures
is failing. Total cost of these improvements is estimated to be $400,000. Buckman Pool is
owned by Portland Public Schools, and per agreement, the district is responsible for any major
maintenance costs. The school district is not willing to make these repairs.
In 2015-16, Buckman Pool received fewer visits than other pools in the Parks system at
approximately 60 visits/day. Buckman Pool is the only site to offer gender-specific swims;
however, over the past year, there have been only 2-3 visitors per session. In FY 2014-15, fees
covered 17% of total costs and the General Fund subsidized $335,000. Pier Park Pool, a service
area that is more diverse than Buckman Pool, is the only pool with a lower recovery rate at 16%.
Due to the necessary major maintenance needs, the disproportionately high subsidy, and the
relatively low usage, CBO recommends this reduction. CBO also notes that the closure of
Buckman Pool may set precedent and a framework for future divestment of Parks’ assets. This
process would include (1) identifying underutilized assets, (2) assessing the overall and longterm major maintenance needs of the asset, (3) determining the feasibility of greater costrecovery through fees or private partnerships, (4) the possibility of continued service of assets
through private ownership and management, and (5) creating a strategy for closeout that
mitigates the negative service impacts and avoids future costs. As noted earlier, the bureau may
need to continue to identify assets, like Buckman, for closure in order to equitably deliver
services over the long term.

CBO Recommendation: ($137,686), (1.00) FTE
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Sustainable Landscapes Initiative, PK_05, ($96,994), 0.00 FTE
This package would reduce funding for 1.0 FTE Turf Tech, seasonal maintenance worker hours
and materials costs of mowing and irrigation equipment, repairs, fuel and watering. This
package also creates a program manager position who would oversee the implementation of
the bureau’s sustainable management practices. The budget savings are primarily realized by
eliminating mowing and irrigation at 10 park sites, and converting these sites into sustainable
landscapes. In the first year, the grass fields at Alberta, Hazeltine & Gabriel parks will no longer
be mowed or irrigated, resulting in tall grass meadows. These tall grass meadows have been
found to increase plant diversity, increase pollination, and attract beneficial insects; however,
neighboring residents and park users will need to adjust use expectations for these parks.
This package will allow the bureau to continue to implement its Ecologically Sustainable
Landscape Initiative that was adopted by Council via report in April 2014. This package may also
provide a template for how resources could be realigned in the future to fund the new
operations and maintenance costs of parks being created by SDC resources or realigned to fill
positions cut for budget savings (such as the Automotive Equipment Operator, PK_01).
Moreover, as demonstrated by this package, designing new parks with sustainable landscape
principles may also help to minimize ongoing maintenance costs.

CBO Recommendation: ($96,994), 0.00 FTE
Summer Free for All Realignment, PK_06, $0
This package would realign resources within the Summer Free for All program to fit within the
current ongoing budget of $518,000. Previously this program received an additional $130,000
in outside sponsorship funding or one-time General Fund but funding has not been requested
for FY 2017-18. As a result, the program will have a smaller budget than previous years,
resulting in a reduction of services.
The proposed realignment is intended to protect core programs such as playground programs
where federally-subsidized lunches are offered, neighborhood concerts that are largely funded
by community fundraising committees, and movie events that are partially funded by the
community. Service impacts include: reduction of Washington Park events from 4 nights to 3
nights, elimination of a rockclimbing wall (approximately 4,500 annual visits), reduction of the
Mobile Playground Program by 50% while preserving service in low-income neighborhoods,
elimination of the Playground Program at non-lunch sites (Grant, Laurelhurst, Pendleton, and
Wallace Parks), and reduction of playgrounds service for most programs to be 4 hours/day
(without impacting free lunch service).
CBO recommends the realignment. To the degree that the bureau is able to restore corporate
sponsorship, it may be appropriate to restore portions of the program.

CBO Recommendation: $0
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Reduce Rangers through Automated Bathroom Lockup, PK_07, ($80,000)
This package would reduce $80,000 in General Fund discretionary resources that fund seasonal
ranger positions who provide lock-up services at park restrooms. Fewer resources will be
needed as a result of installing automated locking systems at restrooms in Portland parks, which
will be funded by $500,000 in system development charge (SDC) revenues.
It is estimated that costs of automated locks are approximately $1,500 per bathroom door.
Costs of operating and maintaining the system, including annualized replacement cost, totals
$9,000 per year. The bureau estimates that the cost of seasonal hours may be reduced by an
additional $170,000 as automated locks are added to the 62 restrooms. The proposed system
would be connected to a central database through wireless connections, allowing the bureau to
monitor the effectiveness of the locks. The Portland Water Bureau uses a similar system.
As part of the FY 2016-17 Adopted Budget, Council directed the bureau to invest $125,000 in
automated locks at the highest priority sites. A subcommittee has researched possible
technologies and mapped the restroom system, but no locks have been installed and the
procurement process has not begun.
Assuming that this is an allowable use of SDCs, CBO believes that using SDC resources for these
type of capacity-enhancing investments that also create operational efficiencies is an effective
approach to spending a sizeable SDC revenue forecast.

CBO Recommendation: ($80,000)
Increase UF Title 11 Fees to replace General Fund, PK_08, $0
This package would decrease General Fund discretionary resources by $100,267, which would
be offset by an increase in permit and enforcement fees of the Tree Code program. The
proposed fee changes would increase development permit fees by $20 to $75 dollars
depending on permit types, programmatic permit fee by $250, and enforcement penalties by
$25, The Urban Forestry Commission and Title 11 Implementation Oversight Advisory
Committee recommend increasing certain fees, including those proposed in this package, to
better recover costs.
Overall, Tree Code fees currently recover 27% of program costs; the proposed fee increases will
increase cost-recovery to an estimated 32%. Some non-development fees are free or
significantly below cost recovery to eliminate obstacles to compliance. Since implementation,
fees have increased by marginal amounts. The proposed fee increases would replace general
fund currently used to support 1.0 FTE Tree Inspector position and a portion of a Botanic
Specialist position, both of which provide tree regulation services. Similar to other positions
whose funding is dependent upon the economic development cycle, Urban Forestry may need
to consider cutting these positions as permit revenues and workload decline due to shifting
program resources from General Fund to permit.
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CBO also notes that the Mayor’s Office has provided direction that CBO and OMF should review
to what degree permit fees impact affordable housing development. Tree Code fees are a small
portion of total costs of system development charge and permit fees for most development;
however, to the degree that CBO and OMF’s findings result in decreased or eliminated fees,
then this proposed reduction in General Fund through increased fees would not be viable.
CBO recommends this reduction of General Fund resources but notes its concerns about the
sustainability of Urban Forestry revenues during changes in the economic development cycle.

CBO Recommendation: $0
Eliminate Maintenance at Ladds Rose Garden, PK_09, ($96,668), (1.00) FTE
This reduction would eliminate horticultural services to Ladds Rose Garden, including one filled
horticulturalist position and $20,000 in materials and services costs. Similar to the Dutch Elm
program, these Parks services directly benefit a small portion of Portland’s population, primarily
consisting of residents of relatively higher socio-economic status. 1 Moreover, the gardens do
not offer other parks features, providing little incentive for visitation outside of the roses.
Visitation numbers are not tracked but it is believed that the garden is used primarily by local
residents, in addition to some visitors when the roses are blooming. In contrast, the rose garden
at Washington Park Rose Garden is estimated to receive approximately 500,000 visitors per
year. Parks also maintains rose gardens at Pittock Mansion and Peninsula Park.
Currently, the Friends of Ladd’s Addition Gardens assists Parks’ staff with minor projects like
mulching, installing header boards, and dead heading. The horticulturalist position is tasked
with spraying pesticides, ordering materials, and coordinating volunteer activities with Friends
of Ladd’s Addition Gardens. As needed, this position assists with providing horticultural services
to other parks.
Due to the disproportionate benefit of services to a smaller population of the city, CBO
recommends this reduction.

CBO Recommendation: ($96,668), (1.00) FTE
Sustainable Energy/Water Package, PK_10, ($200,000) ongoing, $2,500,000 one-time
This package would generate an estimated $200,000 in ongoing utility savings by spending $2.5
million on one-time projects retrofitting Parks facilities and equipment with more efficient
systems. The estimated cost of these projects is $2.5 million, and would include improvements
to several HVAC systems (50% of project), lighting (25% of project), water efficiencies of (15% of
project), and other (10% of project).

1

The Ladds Rose Garden service area (within ½ mile) includes far fewer people of color (15% versus 28% for the city) and
slightly fewer households in poverty (17% versus 19% for the city) as compared to the overall city demographics.
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This proposal is based upon the “energy services company” (ESCO) model, in which
construction costs of energy retrofits are financed by utility savings. In this request, one-time
costs would be funded by the General Fund, yielding approximately $200,000 of ongoing
savings. As an alternative to using General Fund resources, the bureau could consider other
financing options (such as a line of credit or interfund loan), which would yield the
environmental benefits and address the same maintenance issues, but would require annual
financing costs and therefore not result in any immediate ongoing General Fund savings.
Consistent with the Mayor’s guidance, the intent of this package is to find efficiencies and focus
one-time requests on investments that decrease the City’s long‐term costs. However, given the
limited availability of one-time resources, CBO does not recommend General Fund resources.
Rather, CBO recommends that the bureau pursue the project through another financing
method. Any savings could be used for future Parks’ needs or be offered as a future reduction
package.

CBO Recommendation: $0
Shut Down Decorative Fountains, PK_11, ($548,718), (4.00) FTE
This package reduces $648,718 in General Fund resources for operations and maintenance of
18 decorative fountains, and includes the reduction of 4.0 FTE and one seasonal maintenance
worker. The package assumes $100,000 in one-time funding to maintain the fountains through
Labor Day 2017.
If this reduction is approved, Parks would continue to operate splash pads in City parks but turn
off six interactive fountains that are used for recreation, including Salmon Street Springs
Fountain (SW Salmon and Naito), Jamison Square Fountain, Holladay Park Fountain, McCoy Park
Fountain, Bill Naito Legacy Fountain in Waterfront Park, Teachers Fountain in Director Park, and
the Ira Keller Fountain. Although the number of visitors to the fountains is unknown, due to
their central locations within the City, it is reasonable to assume that a large number of
residents would be impacted if the fountains were to be shut-off.
The bureau has not explored alternative, less costly operating models, which may include
contracting services with the Water Bureau or operating only the highest priority fountains. The
bureau has noted that four full-time positions are required to operate and maintain the
fountains year-round, including those fountains that are only operational between March
through October. As such, a “highest priority” model may not yield substantial savings. The
bureau also believes that cutting any or all of the staffing for the fountains would result in
irreparable damage and eventually require the fountains to be permanently closed.
CBO does not recommend this reduction at this time due to the expected high usage of the
fountains. However, CBO notes that the fountains have been proposed as a reduction over the
past two years, indicating that this may be the bureau’s least important priority. To the degree
that internal realignment of resources is needed to fund other Parks’ needs, the bureau may
Portland Parks & Recreation
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need to consider a revised service model that targets the least used fountains for divestment
and/or transfer operating costs to an outside entity.

CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE
Fee Increases for Arts Programs & Fee Increases at Community Centers, PK_12 & PK_14, $0
These two packages reduce General Fund discretionary resources at community centers by
$170,000, which are offset by fee increases. The first package, PK_12, increases fee revenues by
$70,000 at the Community Music Center and Multnomah Arts Center. Specifically, tuition rates
would be increased by 5% at the Community Music Center, class fees would increase by 2% at
Multnomah Arts Center, and rental rates would increase by 20% at Multnomah Arts Center. The
second package, PK_14, increases drop-in fees, rentals and prepaid classes at Southwest
Community Center ($40,000), Mt Scott ($20,000), East Portland Community Center ($20,000) in
addition to Matt Dishman, Charles Jordan and St. John’s community centers.
As illustrated in the chart above, the General Fund will subsidize 46% of Recreation Services in
FY 2016-17 compared to 41% in FY 2006-07. This increase is largely due to the recent
arbitration settlement with Local 483, which converted seasonal employees to permanent
employees; Council chose to fund the increase with additional General Fund resources which
changed the cost recovery model substantially. Having a greater portion of Recreation Services
costs attributed to permanent employees will make future costs increase at rates greater than
inflation due to PERS and health benefits. This requires that fees increase at rates sufficient to
25,000,000

Funding Source of Recreation Services and
Percent General Fund Subsidy

20,000,000
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15,000,000
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5,000,000

5%
0%

-

Program Fees

General Fund Resources

General Fund Subsidy

cover these increased costs, adding further pressure on future program fee increases. This
chart also illustrates that program fees were used to offset a proportionally greater amount of
recreation services costs during recessionary periods.
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Specific to Multnomah Arts Center and Community Music Center, fees have also steadily
increased but remained competitive with local art schools and music lesson providers. These
programs also rely on scholarships to provide access for students from lower-income
households. Currently 20% of youth students at Community Music Center receive scholarships
for tuition from the partner nonprofit (Community Music Center, Inc.); approximately 3.5% of
students receive scholarships at the Multnomah Arts Center.

101%

102% 102%

106%
105% 104%
104%
100%

98%

100%

Percent Cost Recovery
Community Music Center

Multnomah Arts Center

90%
86%

87%

88%
84%

85%

86%

85%

86%
81%

These fee increases, however, have
not kept pace with overall cost
growth. Whereas Multnomah Arts
Center recovers nearly all of its
direct costs, the Community Music
Center recovers between 70%-80%
of costs. These recovery rates are
similar to those at other community
centers. 2

Within the next year, the bureau
71% may revise its cost of service study,
74%
which will result in new costrecovery targets and fee structures. CBO recommends that this updated policy also sets service
goals that align with the pricing/cost recovery targets while also accounting for the price
elasticity of low-income residents in the context of the City’s overall equity goals. Options to
address these cost recovery targets and service goals may include reducing program expenses
or increasing fee subsidies via scholarships or other means-tested options, potentially resulting
in a more complex fee structure. (In FY 2016-17, Parks received one-time funding for a program
manager to implement the updated policy changes to the scholarship program; this position
has not yet been filled.)
79%

79%

Moreover, to the degree that the market will not tolerate price increases and General Fund
resources are reprioritized to other City needs, then it is incumbent upon Parks to restructure
services and redefine service goals. This may include the elimination of programs and the
closing of community centers. The bureau may consider reallocating resources to programs and
services that are the least subsidized, that have minimal ongoing operations and maintenance
costs, and yet provide more equitable access to City recreational activities.
With the proposed increases, CBO believes that the bureau can achieve revenue targets
without significant negative service impacts. However, CBO has concerns about overall trends in
cost-recovery and its impact on the fiscal sustainability of the bureau over the long-term.

CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE

2

The average recovery rate is 66% and 76% for centers with pools, but range from 40-95%.
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Eliminate Maintenance at Pittock Mansion Grounds, PK_13, ($94,754), (1.00) FTE
This package reduces General Fund resources by $94,754 and eliminates one Park Tech
position, and as a result, grounds maintenance at Pittock Mansion would be discontinued.
Grounds care would be limited to the work of the museum curator and volunteers.
Pittock Mansion receives an average of 94,000 entry fee-paying visitors per year in addition to
an estimated 65,000 visitors to the grounds. Under the current agreement with Pittock Mansion
Society, Parks is responsible for all maintenance of the grounds and major maintenance repairs
(note package PK_36). No entry fees are dedicated to maintenance.
CBO recommends this reduction. Under a revised agreement with Pittock Mansion Society,
provisions could be added that allow entry fees to be used for maintenance costs. A $1 increase
to the entry-fees, or a combination of an entry-fee increase and a membership fee increase,
would cover the costs of grounds maintenance. Costs of maintaining the grounds may be also
lessened by servicing the location less frequently. Moreover, similar to other Parks-owned
assets that are operated by private entities and benefit a distinct set of customers, CBO
encourages the fees under these agreements to include a portion of cost-recovery for
maintenance.

CBO Recommendation: ($94,754), (1.00) FTE
Eliminate Preschool, PK_15, ($1,522,435), (20.27) FTE
This package would decrease ongoing General Fund discretionary by $686,558, program fees by
$835,877 and eliminate 20.27 FTE, resulting in the closure of the bureau’s 12 preschool
programs. Preschool programs are scheduled 2-3 days per week for 2-3 hours per session
depending upon the age of the participant. As a result, these programs generally act as
educational programming rather than a daycare option.
Prior to the arbitration settlement, preschool programming recovered nearly 100% of costs
through fees. Increased personnel costs significantly changed the cost recovery of the program:
for the approximately 600 registrants, the General Fund now subsidizes an average of $1,250
per participant, at a total subsidy of $686,558/year.
Based on demographic data collected on program participants, participants from communities
of color enroll in the programs proportionally less as compared to citywide demographics: 3%
of participants identify as Hispanic/Latino whereas 9.7% of Portlanders identify as
Hispanic/Latino and 3% of participants identify as Black/African American whereas 5.8% of
Portlanders identify as Black/African American. 3 Underutilization by program participants from
communities of color remains the case at all community centers, including those centers which
service areas include a greater communities of color population. This data suggest that the

3

Portland demographic figures are from the 2015 American Community Survey
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closure of the centers would not have a disproportionally greater impact on communities of
color.
The FY 2016-17 Adopted Budget included a budget note that directed Parks to develop a
means-based fee schedule for the preschool program with the intent of increasing access to
lower-income populations. This fee schedule has not been finalized, and so CBO cannot
evaluate whether the program could better serve an economically diverse population under a
revised fee schedule.
Based on the high subsidy per participant, CBO recommends the ongoing reduction. However,
CBO recommends one-time funding to help subsidize the program through the end of 2017,
allowing for staff transitions and for parents to seek other programming options. As there are
222 businesses registered as early education providers in Portland, Parks could retain the space
of the current preschool programs and look for an outside partner to use the space to host their
program. At Fulton Community Center, for example, L’Etoile French Immersion School operates
its grade school program. This school is the primary tenant of Fulton Community Center, and
during non-school hours, the auditorium is available for rental.

CBO Recommendation: ($1,179,156), (20.27) FTE
Reduce Non-Emergency Major Maintenance, PK_16, $750,000
This package would decrease the bureau’s ongoing major maintenance allocation of $1.7
million by $750,000. As discussed in previous CBO analyses, Parks estimated major maintenance
gap is approximately $10 million per year, and within the FY 2017-18 requested budget, total
major maintenance requests are $23.5 million. To mitigate the impact of this reduction, Parks
would delay projects and continue to rely on the availability of General Fund one-time to fund
its most critical needs. While the short-term impacts are minimal, over the long-term,
continued under funding of maintenance will result ultimately in closures of parks and
community centers while also risking health and safety of visitors. CBO does not recommend
this reduction. Going forward, as long as a major maintenance gap exists, CBO does not believe
that Parks should consider reductions to this funding. The Mayor and Council may wish to issue
guidance that prohibits bureaus using reductions in major maintenance to meet their reduction
targets.

CBO Recommendation: $0
Realign Maintenance of non-City owned restrooms, PK_17, $0
This package realigns $23,000 of General Fund discretionary from maintenance of non-City
owned restrooms in a parking garage on SW Clay to fund the maintenance of other Parksowned downtown restrooms. Maintenance responsibility for this restroom began in 1992,
when there were fewer public restrooms downtown. The property owner intends to close the
restroom if no longer serviced by Parks. Based on increased demand for downtown restrooms,
the bureau intends to reallocate these funds towards adding a third cleaning for downtown
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restrooms. CBO recommends that these resources be redirected to fund a portion of the
Pioneer Square Inc contract for security and restroom attendant services (see PK_23).

CBO Recommendation: $0
Convert PPS contract to comply with CBA, PK_18, $152,830, 5.00 FTE
The package would increase Parks’ General Fund discretionary allocation by $152,830 and
create 3.0 FTE ranger positions in addition to 1.0 FTE supervisor and 1.0 FTE administrative
position. In addition to new General Fund resources, the costs of the positions would be offset
by a reduction of $280,000 in contract costs for security services with Pacific Patrol Services
(PPS). This request results from Laborers Local 483 recently notifying the City that they
intended to file a grievance because the security services provided by PPS during evening hours
within the central business district was similar to the work of Park Rangers, and thus a violation
of the contract. Bureau of Human Resource’s Labor Relations and the City Attorney’s Office has
reviewed the concerns and determined that the City would likely lose a grievance with the
Labor Relations Board. As such, the City has formally responded to the union that it will not
extend the contract with PPS once it expires in June 2017.
Park Rangers currently service the 16 parks within the central business district during daytime
hours. From 4:00 PM until 12AM, security services are provided by Pacific Patrol Services. In
2015, PPS had 11,700 contacts at these parks during these hours, including 190 warnings and
834 exclusions. The vast majority of the contacts resulted in willful compliance with security.
Incidents primarily occurred in Waterfront Park, South Waterfront Park, the North Park Blocks.
Based on these metrics, clearly there is a need for retaining some security presence during
evening hours.
CBO does not recommend additional funding for the Rangers Program. However, based on the
number of prior incidents in the central business district, CBO recommends that Parks convert
the contract funding into 3.0 FTE ranger positions, and implement a patrolling and response
model that focuses on the highest priority parks, days, and hours. To the degree that safety and
security issues remain problematic under this new model, in coordination with private security
and Portland Police, then the bureau can request additional funding in the FY 2018-19 budget
process.

CBO Recommendation: $0, 3.00 FTE
O&M for new Parks per City Code FIN 2.03.02, PK_19, $1,362,244, 5.00 FTE
The bureau requests $1,362,244 in General Fund ongoing resources and 5.00 FTE to support
the estimated operations and maintenance of 14 total projects, including nine new projects and
five parks which have already received some O&M funding. Due to the timing of when these
projects are expected to be completed, $251,097 is not needed in FY 2017-18. This package is
the second largest ongoing General Fund request compared to other bureau’s FY 2017-18
requested budgets, second only to Transportation’s request for Snow and Ice Weather
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Response of $1.6 million ongoing. Below is a breakdown of costs per park; as evidenced in the
table, the five largest projects account for 82% of total O&M requested:
New Projects
Whitaker Entry
Springwater Trail
Bond Team Loos
Willamette Park Improvements
Lents & Duniway Synthetic Fields
Crossroads Community Garden
Kingsley Community Garden
Swan Island Boat Ramp
Calvert Acquisition in Forest Park
April Hill

$17,689
$9,551
$92,240
$60,451
$63,390
$3,011
$3,599
$79,254
$27,537
$11,415
$368,136

Previously-Funded Projects
Luuwit View Park
Gateway Urban Park & Plaza
Leach Garden Upper Gardens
Spring Garden Park
Thomas Cully Phase 1

$233,126
($22,484)
$163,517
$68,379
$228,713
$671,251

The chart below outlines the specific functions funded through the package, with the largest
components being zone operations (park technicians, general, nontechnical maintenance),
turf maintenance, and technical maintenance work (electrical, carpentry, plumbing, painting).

CBO recommends $1,111,237 of the ongoing requested amount (less $308,097 in FY 2017-18),
based on adjustments to (1) FY 2017-18 for Leach Gardens, (2) the portion for bureau overhead
costs, and (3) the amount requested for programming Gateway Urban Plaza.
Leach Gardens. Included in this request is $150,000 of ongoing funding for Leach Gardens that
will be directly passed along to Leach Botanical Gardens - the nonprofit that operates and
maintains this park - to fill the gap between operating costs and projected revenues. Based on
estimates provided by Leach Botanical Garden, $120,000 of the ongoing amount is not needed
in FY 2017-18, and so CBO recommends removing this one-time amount from the request.
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Overhead Costs. On average, 32% of O&M funding covers the costs of the indirect functions
that are needed to support new parks, such as marketing, legal, data and financial analysis, risk
management and technology support. Over the past four years, the bureau has used indirect
O&M funding to create 7.0 FTE, including an equity and inclusion manager, payroll specialist, IT
specialist, graphic designer, training coordinator, an innovation specialist, an emergency
preparedness coordinator, and an administrative assistant that was cut in the FY 2016-17
budget.
CBO believes that increasing operations and maintenance of parks results in the need for
additional administrative support and so initially supported including indirect costs within the
annual O&M requests. However, CBO notes that some of the recently created administrative
positions are not solely for functions that directly support the operations and maintenance of
parks. CBO believes that a more efficient and transparent use of resources would be to fund
these types of administrative programs through requests that are separate from direct O&M
costs. As such, CBO has not recommended the $251,007 in bureau overhead costs included
within the request.
Gateway Programming. Earlier this year Council approved the construction contract for
Gateway Urban Plaza. Previously, Council approved $270,000 of O&M funding for basic
operations and maintenance costs of Gateway. However, the park was designed for concerts,
performances, and other programming (similar to Director Park in downtown). To fund the
programming costs of Gateway Urban Plaza, included within this request is an additional
$328,734, including $65,000 for events (e.g. concerts, movies, dances, fitness classes), $40,000
for materials and services (including $25,000 for translation services), $150,000 for 1.0 FTE
recreation coordinator and seasonal park hosts, $30,000 for Park Ranger services (26 peak
weeks for 8 hours per day, seven days a week), and $40,000 in overhead costs. Programming
for this park is expected to begin in September 2017. CBO recommends the full amount for
programming of $288,492 of direct programming cost, but not the funding for overhead.
The bureau believes that without programming the park could invite illicit activity, and so
programming is necessary to dissuade these activities by creating a positive park presence. CBO
agrees that developing Gateway Urban Plaza will establish a level of service in an area that has
been historically underserved, and as such, adequately funding the park programming is an
important step in advancing the City’s equity goals.
However, CBO also notes that designing and building parks with premium amenities and
required programming in order to achieve their intended service levels will further exacerbate
the problem of having sufficient funding for future SDC projects. These park design decisions,
often made years prior to actual construction and opening, are key drivers of O&M costs as well
as eventual major maintenance and replacement costs. Future decisions about costlier
amenities will require thorough analysis of the targeted demographics, the level of service
compared to other parks, and the projected funding requirements.
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--Contracts for nearly all of these parks have already been approved by Council or are scheduled
for Council’s agenda in the coming months; most these projects are expected to be completed
in FY 2017-18 (with the exception of the Ventura Park Loo, Couch Park Loo, and Leach Gardens).
As such, not funding the direct O&M would decrease service levels across parks as a result of
reallocating current resources to cover the additional workload.
CBO notes that the City’s financial policy (FIN 2.03.02) is intended to give Council the flexibility
to provide direction on projects during the budget process and prior to approval of construction
contracts. At these decision points, Council could give direction to delay, eliminate or redesign
projects in order to reduce O&M costs. Of the projects for which funding is requested, Council
has little discretion in the current budget process as to whether to fund the O&M requested
projects. As such, CBO recommends that the bureau identify which projects Council can provide
direction and approval on in the upcoming SDC plan, and to the degree that there are concerns
with funding the estimated O&M requirements (estimated at $2.0 to $3.0 million over the next
five years, excluding annualized major maintenance), the bureau can identify options for
mitigating those costs.

CBO Recommendation: $803,140, 5.00 FTE
Health, Safety, and Environment Program, PK_20, $400,862 ongoing and $1,700,000, 2.0 FTE
Included within this request are several items, all of which fall under improvements to health,
safety and environment (HSE) of parks and community centers. This package would increase the
bureau’s HSE program from 1.0 FTE to 3.0 FTE, broadening the focus to include compliance of
regulatory standards for work conditions and the reduction of public exposure to the health and
safety risks. These positions would monitor for prevention, manage safety projects, and
conduct public outreach on safety issues as needed.
Additional components of the request include:
• One-time funding for additional testing, inspection and analysis of seismic risks
($350,00), ArcFlash electrical systems ($50,000), and hazard tree program assessments
($200,000).
• One-time funding for lead base abatement ($100,000), at-risk asset removals
($250,000), playground removals and construction ($600,000), roof access safety
improvements ($350,000), bleacher replacement at various parks ($100,000).
• Ongoing materials and services costs include $100,000 for annual health, safety and
environment testing, and $100,000 for annual remediation costs.
HSE issues have not received the appropriate attention based on the number of potential risks
cited by the bureau and the size of the staff as compared to other jurisdictions. For example,
the HSE program in San Francisco is staffed by 5.0 FTE, the Seattle Parks Department has 6.0
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FTE, and Denver has 3.0 FTE dedicated to health and safety. Due to the urgency of bureau
health and safety needs, CBO notes that the program should be staffed by the reallocation of
current bureau positions if Council decides not to fund this request.
CBO recommends $200,862 in ongoing General Fund discretionary to fund the two positions.
Due to limited availability of one-time resources, CBO has not recommended any additional
funding. To the degree that funding for testing and inspection, abatement and remediation
efforts are the most critical needs, the bureau may choose to hold one position vacant to fund
these needs. To the degree that playground removal and replacement are critical needs, then
CBO recommends that bureau allocate a portion of it major maintenance funding to these most
pressing needs (at the expense of delaying other critical projects) or use proceeds from the
2014 Parks Replacement Bond for these projects.

CBO Recommendation: $200,862, 2.00 FTE
Springwater Trail Rangers and Campsite Clean-up, PK_21, $363,760, 4.0 FTE
The bureau is requesting to convert 4.0 FTE limited-term ranger positions into permanent
positions in order to continue to address homelessness issues along Springwater Corridor and
parks within East Portland. Initially funded with one-time resources in the Fall BMP, rangers
continue to notify and ask homeless persons to leave camps, refer vulnerable individuals to
social services, and post, remove and clean-up camps along the Springwater Trail. Through
informal agreements, rangers have also paired with social workers from Clackamas Service
Center, Boots on the Ground, and JOIN. In addition to these services in FY 2016-17, Parks will
continue to provide ongoing patrol and response services for BES natural areas, funded via
interagency that funds 1.0 FTE permanent ranger position and 1-2 seasonal rangers. Currently,
Parks is patrolling approximately 15-20 homeless camps along Indian Creek and Baggers Tick on
behalf of BES.
Since beginning enforcement of camping restrictions in September 2016, it is estimated that
the number of persons camping along the corridor has decreased by 90% or to a total of 30-50
persons along the corridor and adjacent BES properties. There were initially 232 camping
related incidents in September, followed by a decrease to 30 in October and 22 in November,
but increased to 124 incidents in December. The number of positive contacts and nuisance
issues – other workload measures of the Ranger Program – follow a similar trend along the
Springwater Corridor. However, since beginning camping enforcement, neither the number of
service calls at nearby parks nor the reported contacts by rangers while patrolling these parks
increased. Temporarily there was a large camp at Gateway Green, which has since been
displaced. These numbers suggest that initial camping rule enforcement efforts and/or
increased homeless services investments have been effective in moving these homeless camps
elsewhere; the extent to which an ongoing ranger presence is needed or their impact on
minimizing the number of camps is unknown.
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This request continues to raise questions about the role of Park Rangers in addressing
homelessness. While rangers are trained in providing referral services, the primary function of
Rangers has been previously focused on securing parks and working with visitors to achieve
compliance with park rules rather than working with the homeless population. The requested
expansion of the program would provide a positive security presence, but the primary purpose
is focused on mitigating the negative impacts of homelessness, discouraging re-occupancy, and
addressing violations of park camping rules. The strategy is likely to lessen visible camping and
increase the perception of safety along the trail, but this strategy will not address the broader
issue of how to serve the estimated 280 homeless persons that were displaced as a result of the
sweeps. The Joint Office of Homeless Services has requested a separate package in the budget
(HC_15) that requests additional outreach workers to support City bureaus in connecting
homeless individuals on their properties with services.
CBO does not recommend ongoing funding for this request due to the uncertain ongoing need
for these positions. Rather, to the extent that one-time or ongoing funding is allocated to
address homelessness issues, CBO recommends that funding be appropriated to the Joint Office
of Homeless Services.

CBO Recommendation: $0, 0.00 FTE
Sherriff River Patrol of PP&R docks, PK_22, $98,000
This package would increase General Fund discretionary resources to fund an agreement for
patrol services by Multnomah County Sheriff Department along docks at RiverPlace marina in
addition to docks owned by Parks. For the past two years, City Council has approved one-time
funding for this agreement. This ongoing funding would continue patrol services at Riverplace
(South Waterfront Park) and other Parks’ docks, such as Willamette Park and Cathedral Park.
Council initially approved the agreement with the Multnomah County Sherriff’s Office in
December 2014 (Ordinance 186921), which included funding $50,000 for costs associated with
towing and storage of abandoned and derelict vessels, and $48,000 for 600 hours of service. In
FY 2015-16, costs of the agreement were $112,500, exceeding the budgeted amounts.
Over the past three years, exclusions and warnings on Parks’ docks have decreased from 55 in
FY 2013-14 to five in FY 2014-15, and three in FY 2015-16. While the number of park exclusions
have decreased, the demand for patrol services has remained consistent. Last year the bureau
received 1,200-1,300 hours of sheriff services for 200—225 incidents, averaging 5-6 hours per
incident. Currently, rangers do not provide patrol services to Parks’ docks. Adding in-house
capacity for these patrol services would be likely costlier than the annual agreement amount,
but also require additional training and equipment.
Due to the limitation of ongoing resources, CBO does not recommend funding this request.

CBO Recommendation: $0
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Pioneer Square Security Restroom Attendant, PK_23 $75,000, 0.00 FTE
This package would increase General Fund discretionary to fund the contract costs for security
and restroom attendant services at Pioneer Courthouse Square. Pioneer Square is currently
being rehabilitated, funded by a not-to-exceed amount of $10.0 million with 2014 Replacement
Bond proceeds and $150,000 in SDC revenues. This updated facility will increase the number of
restrooms from 8 to 11 while, and in response to City policy, create all-user restrooms.
Pioneer square receives approximately 25,000 – 40,000 visitors per month, and often a queue
has formed for the restroom prior to its daily opening. Restrooms are currently serviced by
Portland Habilitation Center, Inc. (PHC), contracted through Pioneer Square Inc. This additional
$75,000 would specifically pay for adding security and restroom attendant services. No other
partners to Pioneer Square Inc. are providing funding for this security cost.
Due of the high demand on the restroom facilities and because the design and construction has
already been approved by Council, CBO recommends $52,000 of the requested $75,000. CBO
recommends that the remaining $23,000 be funded by reallocating the savings realized in the
“Realign Maintenance of non-City owned restrooms” package (PK_17).
CBO notes that this package demonstrates how facilities with more amenities or providing
higher service levels tend to require additional funding, which will become more difficult to
finance with the previously discussed O&M funding gaps. Council and Parks will need to identify
tradeoffs to funding improvements, preferably at the time of design decision-making.

CBO Recommendation: $52,000, 0.00 FTE
Major Maintenance Requests, PK_24 through PK_40, $23,509,890
Parks requested $23.5 million in General Fund one-time resources to fund 17 major
maintenance projects. The number and magnitude of the requests are representative of a
larger issue: Portland Parks & Recreation lack sufficient resources to properly maintain all of its
existing assets while also providing public services at the current level.
These requests also reflect the bureau’s continued reliance upon one-time General Fund
resources to address major maintenance issues across the bureau. Even with the recent
approval of the $68.0 million Parks Replacement Bond and the $1.7 million annual major
maintenance appropriation, Parks estimates an annual major maintenance gap of
approximately $10 million in order to sustain current facilities. As a result of continued underinvestment in major maintenance, bureau assets perform less efficiently, often causing greater
service disruptions and costlier repairs.
Major maintenance projects that are requested through the capital set-aside process are
ranked based on the likelihood and consequences of asset failure in terms of health and safety,
service impacts, and environmental impacts. Legal, regulatory and financial factors, as well as
an equity impact analysis by the bureau, are also given consideration. Scores are reviewed and
validated by other City asset managers. In addition to asking about alternative funding sources,
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CBO analyzed whether the assets should be considered for divestment by identifying (1) the
additional costs of maintaining the asset and the future major maintenance needs over the next
10 years and (2) expected remaining lifespan of the asset.
Given this robust set of criteria and the limited availability of one-time funding, CBO
recommends funding only for the Washington Park stairs, the bureau’s project that is highest
ranked by the validation committee (7th of 33 projects). This project will improve the staircase
from the parking lot on Burnside Ave. to Washington Park. Due to potential life and safety risks,
the current very poor condition, and large number of visitors to the park, this project ranked
highest on the list.

CBO Recommendation: $500,000
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Bureau Budget Summary – Request and Recommendations
Below is a summary of Portland Parks & Recreation’s operating budget.
Adopted
FY 2016-17

Request
Base
(A)

Resources
Budgeted Beginning Fund Balance
Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Charges for Services
Intergovernmental Revenues
Interagency Revenue
Fund Transfers - Revenue
Bond and Note Proceeds
Miscellaneous Sources
General Fund Discretionary
Total Resources

$ 44,456,315
500
419,443
43,496,350
2,288,271
2,057,388
6,103,368
12,916,768
2,130,121
61,557,774
$175,426,298

$ 95,260,775
500
1,020,061
34,027,266
345,199
2,498,117
1,997,382

Requirements
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Capital Outlay
Debt Service
Fund Transfers - Expense
Contingency
Unappropriated Fund Balance
Total Requirements

$ 67,074,979
33,379,594
12,809,671
37,171,758
858,017
1,248,892
22,720,087
163,300
$175,426,298

$ 68,573,769
30,883,169
11,416,898
57,950,367
673,698
1,047,038
28,476,225
162,692
$199,183,856

Bureau
CBO
Total
Decision
Recommended Recommended
Packages (B) Adjustments (C) Revised (A+B+C)
$

$
$ 95,260,775
500
100,267
1,120,328
(585,035)
33,442,231
345,199
2,498,117
20,550,000
(20,050,000)
2,497,382
2,098,334
1,763,770
(1,949,379)
61,750,613
$21,829,002
$199,013,479

$

(252,981) $
(355,890) $ 67,964,898
1,532,418
(1,593,489)
30,822,098
(435)
11,416,463
21,050,000
(20,050,000)
58,950,367
673,698
1,047,038
(500,000)
27,976,225
162,692
$21,829,002
$199,013,479

2,098,334
61,936,222
$199,183,856

Parks’ operating budget is comparable to previous year; however, there are several changes noted by
CBO:
• Customer Services has also steadily grown over the past few years as a result of an increase in
fees permitted through the office. The FY 2017-18 budget of $2.3 million in permit fees is
more aligned with the FY 2015-16 actual amount of $2.4 million.
• Adaptive and Inclusive Recreation remains budgeted at amounts comparable to previous years
at approximately $200,000. However, actual expenditures have been closer to $450,000 per
year. In previous years, CBO has recommended that Parks reallocate budget in order to cover
the full cost of inclusion services. If funds are not available in Recreation Services, other less
core services should be reduced.
• Budget for unemployment claims was decreased by $100,000 (from $300,000 to $200,000) as
reduction package in the FY 2016-17 Adopted Budget. In FY 2015-16, claims totaled $220,000.
Parks has restored the claims budget to the pre-reduced amount of FY 2017-18, effectively
spreading this FY 2016-17 cut across the bureau.
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Bureau
Priority

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

CBO Analyst Recommendations

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Portland Parks & Recreation
Adds
PK_18 - Convert PPS-Contracted Security Svcs to Ran 01

5.00

152,830

0

0

152,830

3.00

0

0

0

0

PK_19 - O&M for new Parks per City Code FIN 2.03.02 02

5.00

1,362,244

(251,097)

0

1,111,147

5.00

1,111,237

(308,097)

0

803,140

PK_20 - Health, Safety, and Environment Program

03

2.00

400,862

1,700,000

0

2,100,862

2.00

200,862

0

0

200,862

PK_21 - Springwater Trail Rangers & Campsite Clean-

04

4.00

363,760

0

0

363,760

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_22 - Sheriff River Patrol of PP&R docks

05

0.00

98,000

0

0

98,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_23 - Pioneer Square Security Restroom Attendant

06

0.00

75,000

0

0

75,000

0.00

52,000

0

0

52,000

PK_24 - Fernhill Park Drinking Fountain

07

0.00

0

300,000

0

300,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_25 - Peninsula Community Center Roof

08

0.00

0

1,000,000

0

1,000,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_26 - Mt. Scott Pool Air Handling Unit

09

0.00

0

750,000

0

750,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_27 - Lan Su Chinese Gardens Roof Repair

10

0.00

0

500,000

0

500,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_28 - Springwater Trail Bridges Outside of Portland

11

0.00

0

750,000

0

750,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_29 - Critical Dock Repairs

12

0.00

0

1,000,000

0

1,000,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_30 - ADA Transition Plan – Priority CIP Project

13

0.00

0

2,500,000

0

2,500,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_31 - Required Backflow Preventer Upgrades

14

0.00

0

300,000

0

300,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_32 - Kelly Point Park Parking Lot Reconstruction

15

0.00

0

1,000,000

0

1,000,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_33 - Multnomah Arts Center – Repairs to Tiles on R 16

0.00

0

750,000

0

750,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_34 - Irrigation Mainline Replacements-Lents/Laurlh

17

0.00

0

600,000

0

600,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_35 - Washington Park Stearns Canyon Stairs

18

0.00

0

500,000

0

500,000

0.00

0

500,000

0

500,000

PK_36 - Pittock Mansion Drainage Repair

19

0.00

0

500,000

0

500,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_37 - Mt Tabor Retaining Wall Repair

20

0.00

0

300,000

0

300,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_38 - Buckman Track - Resurfacing Required

21

0.00

0

500,000

0

500,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_39 - Seismic Retrofit of Highest-Risk Public Buildin

22

0.00

0

5,000,000

0

5,000,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_40 - Delta Park Urban Forestry Maintenance Facili
Total Adds

23

0.00

0

2,000,000

0

2,000,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

16.00

2,452,696

19,698,903

0

22,151,599

10.00

1,364,099

191,903

0

1,556,002

Reductions
PK_01 - Reduce Park Maintenance Capacity (Hvy Equ

01

(1.00)

(79,800)

0

0

(79,800)

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_02 - Increased Compliance for Permitted Activities

02

0.50

(90,542)

0

125,000

34,458

0.50

(90,542)

0

125,000

34,458

PK_03 - Realignment: Dutch Elm Disease Treatment

03

0.00

0

0

0

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_04 - Eliminate Funding for Buckman Pool Program

04

(1.00)

(93,528)

0

(44,158)

(137,686)

(1.00)

(93,528)

0

(44,158)

(137,686)
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Bureau
Priority

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

CBO Analyst Recommendations

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Portland Parks & Recreation
Reductions
PK_05 - Sustainable Landscapes Initiative Implementa

05

0.00

(96,994)

0

0

(96,994)

0.00

(96,994)

0

0

(96,994)

PK_06 - Realignment: Summer Free for All Program

06

0.00

0

0

0

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_07 - Automated bathroom lockup

07

0.00

(80,000)

0

0

(80,000)

0.00

(80,000)

0

0

(80,000)

PK_08 - Increase Urban Forestry Fees

08

0.00

(100,267)

0

100,267

0

0.00

(100,267)

0

100,267

0

PK_09 - Eliminate Maintenance at Ladd's Rose Garden 09

(1.00)

(96,668)

0

0

(96,668)

(1.00)

(96,668)

0

0

(96,668)

10

0.00

(200,000)

2,500,000

0

2,300,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_11 - Eliminate Funding for Fountains

11

(4.00)

(648,718)

100,000

0

(548,718)

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_12 - Fee Increases in Arts & Music Programs

12

0.00

(70,000)

0

70,000

0

0.00

(70,000)

0

70,000

0

PK_13 - Eliminate Maintenance at Pittock Mansion Gro

13

(1.00)

(94,754)

0

0

(94,754)

(1.00)

(94,754)

0

0

(94,754)

PK_14 - Fee Increases at Community Centers

14

0.00

(100,000)

0

100,000

0

0.00

(100,000)

0

100,000

0

PK_15 - Eliminate Preschool Program

15

(20.27)

(686,558)

0

(835,877)

(1,522,435)

(20.27)

(686,558)

343,279

(835,877)

(1,179,156)

PK_16 - Reduce non-emergency Major Maintenance F

16

0.00

(750,000)

750,000

0

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

PK_17 - Realignment: SW 3rd & Clay Restroom
Total Reductions

17

0.00

0

0

0

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

3,350,000

(484,768)

(322,597)

(22.77) (1,509,311)

343,279

(484,768)

(1,650,800)

23,048,903

(484,768)

21,829,002

(12.77)

535,182

(484,768)

(94,798)

PK_10 - Sustainable Energy/Water Reductions Progra

Total Portland Parks & Recreation

Portland Parks & Recreation

(27.77) (3,187,829)
(11.77)

(735,133)
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